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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Background. Real-time shadows in 3D applications have for decades been implemented with a 

solution called Shadow Mapping or some variant of it. This is a solution that is easy to implement and 

has good computational performance, nevertheless it does suffer from some problems and limitations. 

But there are newer alternatives and one of them is based on a technique called Voxel Cone-Tracing. 

This can be combined with a technique called Cascading to create Cascaded Voxel Cone-Tracing 

Shadows (CVCTS). 

Objectives. To measure the computational performance of CVCTS to get better insight into it and 

provide data and findings to help developers make an informed decision if this technique is worth 

exploring. And to identify where the performance problems with the solution lies. 

Methods. A simple implementation of CVCTS was implemented in OpenGL aimed at simulating a 

solution that could be used for outdoor scenes in 3D applications. It had several different parameters 

that could be changed. Then computational performance measurements were made with these different 

parameters set at different settings. 

Results. The data was collected and analyzed before drawing conclusions. The results showed several 

parts of the implementation that could potentially be very slow and why this was the case. 

Conclusions. The slowest parts of the CVCTS implementation was the Voxelization and Cone-

Tracing steps. It might be possible to use the CVCTS solution in the thesis in for example a game if 

the settings are not too high but that is a stretch. Little time could be spent during the thesis to 

optimize the solution and thus it’s possible that its performance could be increased. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Shadows are a natural and necessary part of most 3D applications. Since its creation by Williams in 
1978 [1], Shadow Mapping (SM) has become the standard way of implementing shadows in real-time 
3D applications today. It’s a commonly used technique since SM is simple to implement and both 
cheap and fast to run performance wise. The downside is however that SM often suffers from artefacts 
such as shadow acne and aliasing [2]. 
      Simply put SM works by rendering the 3D scene to a texture from the view of a light source, for 
example the sun. Then when the final scene is rendered this shadow-texture is sampled to see if a 
fragment in the world is in shadow or not. The fragment can then be shaded to make it appear as if it’s 
shadowed by some object in the scene. Over the years, SM has been continually improved by 
techniques such as Cascade Shadow Mapping [2] and Variance Shadow Mapping [3] but in the end 
these are all based on the same original concept of SM. For four decades now, SM or some variant of 
it has almost been the only way to do real-time shadows. But are there no realistic alternatives, is SM 
the only way to do real-time shadows? 
      In 2011 Crassin et al. presented a paper describing the method of Voxel Cone-Tracing (VCT) [4] 
which was a new way to render scenes using Indirect Illumination at real-time speeds. The technique 
described in this paper allows photorealistic scenes to be rendered at real-time framerates. It’s a very 
popular paper and much work has been based on it since it was published. In short VCT works by first 
voxelizing a 3D scene, creating a voxel version of it, and then shooting out multiple cones to gather 
lighting data stored in the voxelized scene. The data gathered from the cones is then used to shade 
each pixel, similar to what happens in a Deferred Rendering model [8]. 
      It does happen that papers mention that this technique can be used to generate shadows in a way 
that is not based on SM, for example in the one by Villegas et al [5]. But at most they scratch on the 
surface and mention it in passing. There seems to be little to no resources that concentrates solely on 
the usage of VCT to create shadows in real-time 3D applications. Which is then what this thesis would 
like to explore. Many papers have already been written on VCT, but none focuses on the application 
of VCT to create real-time shadows. At most it is mentioned in passing as a byproduct of doing real-
time Indirect Illumination. 
      The aim for this thesis is to explore the usage of VCT to create shadows for outdoor environments 
with a focus on performance. It seeks to dig into a niche area of VCT and explore how it could be used 
for real-time shadows in an application that is not based on Indirect Illumination rendering. 
Additionally, the VCT implementation in the thesis will borrow from the concept of cascades in 
Cascade Shadow Mapping to create Cascaded Voxel Cone-Tracing Shadows (CVCTS). The addition 
of cascades will be made to probably increase performance of the VCT shadow solution. This idea 
comes from the PlayStation 4 game The Tomorrow Children, documented in this paper [6] and this 
article [7]. 
      The thesis will use the new and scarcely documented technique of CVCTS to create shadows in 
real-time outdoor 3D environments. The reason to do this is to create a good resource to learn about 
CVCTS from, about how it works but mostly about its computational performance. It should not be 
viewed as a definitive work on the subjects but as an introduction into the area of a real-time shadow 
technique that is not based on SM. 

1.1 Aim and objectives 
The aim of the thesis is to get a better understanding of CVCTS by implementing it and measuring its 
performance. The focus will be to measure computational performance. It will achieve this by 
completing the following objectives: 
 
• Implement a deferred renderer [8] for outdoor scenes. It will use a deferred solution so that 
each screen fragment only gets shaded once. The scene will have very simple shading, no 
focus will be on visual quality of models. The models for outdoor scenes will be standard ones 
like for example the famous Stanford Dragon model placed on a simple plane. 
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• Implement a CVCTS solution and collect computational performance data for it using for 
example timers and queries. 

• Evaluate the collected performance data and present it in a simple matter in the thesis. 

1.2 Research question 
What are the computational performance characteristics for CVCTS in outdoor environments? 
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2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK 
When implementing shadows with Shadow Mapping [1] a camera looks at the 3D scene from the view 

of a light source and stores the corresponding occlusion data into a 2D texture. This technique does not 

use vast amounts of memory but the compression of occlusion data from the 3D scene into the data 

storage of a 2D texture does mean that information is lost. This loss of information is what can lead to 

artefacts such as shadow acne and aliasing. 

      Later techniques such as Cascade Shadow Mapping [2] tried to get around these problems by 

simply using more 2D textures to store the occlusion information at different resolutions. This does 

improve the quality of the shadows, but it is still compressing 3D occlusion information into 2D 

storage. 

      To get the best possible quality for shadows a technique called Ray Tracing [11] could be used. 

Then the result would receive extremely realistic shadows since this technique uses occlusion 

information directly from the uncompressed 3D scene and it samples this data at a high resolution by 

sending large amounts of rays into the scene to check occlusion information. The problem however is 

that even though the shadows would look great, Ray Tracing is still not an option to get shadows in a 

3D scene at real-time framerates for the vast majority of GPUs in the world today. 

      So, this is where Voxel Cone-Tracing comes in. With this technique shadows can be generated 

using occlusion data that is stored in 3D while still getting real-time framerates. It achieves this by 

storing the 3D scene data in a voxel structure and then using cones to sample that data. Now storing 

the scene as voxels will compress it and then the data that can be sampled from it will not be as 

detailed as the original scene. And unlike in Ray Tracing where large amounts of rays are sent out to 

sample the data Voxel Cone-Tracing sends out a lower number of cones to sample from the voxel 

structure. Each cone is supposed to represent the average of many different rays. This means that the 

sampling will be much faster than for Ray Tracing, but the result produced will also be less precise, it 

could be said that the result will be blurrier than what would be generated with Ray Tracing. 

2.1 Voxel Cone-Tracing 
Voxel Cone-Tracing which makes up the core of the technique used for this thesis is made up of a few 

simple steps. Firstly, the 3D scene is stored in a coarser data format which is made of a 3D grid, much 

like a very large Rubik’s Cube. This is done to make the shadow calculations simpler and faster, the 

result is a 3D representation of the data that is faster to compute but less accurate than the original 3D 

scene. This is usually called voxelization. 

      Then the 3D scene is rendered like usual using the Deferred Rendering technique [8], this step will 

store the result of the rendering  in several different  G-Buffers which consist of 2D textures. 

      The last step then looks at every fragment produced in the previous step to decide what the final 

rendering result should be, the shadow data from the first voxelization step is sampled to decide how 

much a fragment is in shadow. Once this is done the final scene has been rendered with shadows in it. 

2.2 Voxelization 
The first part of Voxel Cone-Tracing is to voxelize the scene and store the result. The biggest question 

here to decide on is what data structure to use to store the voxelized result. Now Crassin et al. in their 

original Voxel Cone-Tracing paper [4] used Sparse Voxel Octrees (SVOs) to store the voxel data. The 

upside to this is that is uses a minimum amount of data to store the voxelized result. The downside is 

that it’s performance expensive to traverse and sample the SVOs every time a cone is traced [5]. 

      Another way to store the voxel data is to do it in a common 3D texture, this is what McLaren et al. 

[6][7] does in the game The Tomorrow Children and what Villegas et al. [5] uses in their newer Voxel 

Cone-Tracing paper. They use this method as it is far simpler than using SVOs and it is also faster to 

do Cone-Tracing with it. It’s also preferable since it allows for simple and fast hardware interpolation 

when sampling the 3D textures [5]. The downside it that it uses more memory than SVOs [6]. This 

second way of storing the voxelized occlusion data in 3D textures is what this thesis will use. 

      Beside choosing an appropriate data structure a way to voxelize the 3D scene must be chosen. This 
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thesis choses to do it with the method described by Crassin et al. [9] with some slight modifications to 

account for newer findings [10]. 

2.3 Cone-Tracing 
Cone-Tracing simply works by picking a point in the 3D world, and then stepping along a line in a 

certain direction until some end condition is met. The cone part of this algorithm is used to 

incrementally increase the step size of the ray traversal, the wider the cone gets the larger the step will 

become. At every step along the line the 3D textures are sampled to produce the final shadow results. 

The thesis will use the Cone-Tracing variant described by Villegas et al [5]. 

2.4 Cascading 
As described by McLaren et al. [6][7] this thesis will use cascades to improve the performance of the 

shadow solution. It’s an idea that is borrowing from the concept of Cascade Shadow Mapping where 

parts of shadows that are further away from the camera can be stored at a lower resolution. In Cascade 

Shadow Mapping this saves on memory consumption but when used for Voxel Cone-Tracing it will 

not only do this but also improve rendering performance as described by McLaren et al [6]. 
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3 METHOD 
To be able to measure the computational performance requirements for CVCTS it is necessary to 

implement it in a very simple rendering framework based on deferred shading [8]. Best practices from 

Voxel Cone-Tracing Shadows [5] and Cascaded Voxel Cone-Tracing [6][7] will be used create a basic 

variant of CVCTS that the computational performance measurements can be run on. This chapter 

describes how the CVCTS will be implemented and how the measurements on computational 

performance will be performed.  

3.1 Voxelization 
The process to voxelize the scene is based on a simplified variant of the one suggested by Crassin et al 

[9]. This technique works very efficiently by using the hardware rasterizer on the GPU to calculate and 

store the voxel information about the scene. Besides being fast it’s also simple to implement.  

      This technique can be described as first imagining that there is an Axis Aligned Bounding Box 

inside the 3D scene, called Cascade Bounding Box for convenience and seen in Figure 3.1 (a). This 

box is then subdivided into smaller boxes distributed in a grid as seen in Figure 3.1 (b), this grid is 

represented by a 3D texture. For storing occlusion information in the 3D texture, the GL_R8 format is 

used which uses one byte per texel. Only one bit in that byte is needed, but this is the smallest format 

of a texture available in OpenGL. And because the implemented CVCTS solution relies on filtered 

hardware sampling when reading from the 3D texture the extra storage space usage was deemed 

acceptable. The higher the resolution of the texture the smaller the voxel boxes inside the big box will 

be. And the higher the resolution the more accurate the voxel representation of the scene will be. This 

is visualized in Figure 3.1 (d)-(g) where higher resolutions produce better shadows. 

      To represent this big Axis Aligned Bounding Box in the scene an orthographic camera matrix is 

used which essentially describes just that. The width, height and depth needed to create this matrix is 

simply the width, height and depth of the Cascade Bounding Box in the 3D scene. This will be the 

projection matrix that will be used for rendering the scene and storing it into the voxel structure. 

      The next step is to create three different view matrices. The job of one of these view matrices is to 

position the camera at one side of the Cascade Bounding Box, in the middle of the side, and make it 

look directly across the cube at the opposite side of the cube. This means that each matrix looks down 

one of the primary X/Y/Z axes of the scene. Figure 3.1 (c) visualizes this. 

 

           
     (a) Cascade Bounding Box (b) Voxel grid                         (c) View matrix cameras 
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             (d) Resolution 64                      (e) Resolution 128                          (f) Resolution 256 

 

           
          (g) Resolution 512                       (h) Triangles to voxelize                   (i) Voxelization result 

 

Figure 3.1: Showing the voxelization progress. 

 

      After that it is time to store the 3D scene inside the 3D texture and that is done by first setting the 

OpenGL viewport to the size of one of the sides of the 3D texture. If the 3D texture has the resolution 

643 the viewport is set as glViewport(0, 0, 64, 64). Next, the scene is rendered with the voxelization 

shaders using the orthographic projection matrix combined with one of the three view matrices as well 

as a regular model matrix per model in the scene. The result is that each triangle, or part of a triangle, 

that falls within the Cascade Bounding Box in the scene will become rasterized and each fragment 

residing in those triangles will end up in the Fragment Shader of the voxelization program. Here the 

fragments position will be in Normalized Device Coordinates, the Normalized Device Coordinate 

space conveniently is in the form of a cube, which the 3D texture also is. So, it just takes some very 

simple math to convert the fragments Normalized Device Coordinate position to a position in the 

voxel structure represented by the 3D texture. Then a 1.0 float value is stored inside the texel that 

corresponds to the same voxel position to show that this voxel has triangle fragments inside it and that 

it should act to occlude light trying to pass it. If several fragments fall inside the same voxel the value 

of the corresponding texel will just be overwritten once for every fragment, since the value is used as a 

Boolean this does not matter. This process is visualized in Figure 3.1 (h) and (i). To make sure that all 

triangles are properly stored in the voxel structure the scene could simply be rendered three times, 

each time with a different one of the three view matrices that were constructed. But Crassin et al. 

suggest a more efficient way to do the same thing [9]. That solution is to use a Geometry Shader 

before the Fragment Shader of the voxelization program. The main part of this Geometry Shader is to 

go through each triangle in the scene being rendered and project the triangle on each of the three 

X/Y/Z axes to see on which axes the triangle will produce the most fragments, or put in another way, 

cover the most surface. The reason to do this is that the more fragments of a triangle that can be tested 

if they are inside voxels in the voxel structure the more accurate the voxelization step will be. This is 

done by calculating the normal vector of the triangle and then checking which of its x/y/z component 

is the largest. The largest component will then correspond to the axes that will generate the most 
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fragments. Using this information, the Geometry Shader can then select one of the three view matrices 

and use that for rendering. This way the scene only needs to be rendered once instead of three times. 

      The biggest difference between the voxelization solution used in this thesis and the one proposed 

by Crassin et al. [9] is that the voxel structure in this thesis will always be centered around the camera, 

that means that as the camera moves so will the voxel structure. It was designed like this to work 

better with large scenes, for example outdoor scenes, where it only makes sense to voxelize the 

environment that appears near the camera and not the entire scene. This is implemented by offsetting 

the three view matrices relative to the cameras position every frame. It is very important that when this 

is done only camera position increments that are the same size as one voxel in the voxel grid should be 

used. If this is not done, it will very likely produce different voxelization results as the camera is 

moved around. A voxel that used to be covered one frame might not be it the next frame if this is not 

accounted for. That in turn leads to flickering shadows which are very noticeable at lower voxel 

resolutions. 

      Another small difference from the voxelization method used by Crassin et al. is that the thesis does 

not use Conservative Rasterization. This is because more recent findings by Nvidia suggests that using 

Multi Sampled Anti Aliasing (MSAA) will produce faster and possibly better voxelization results than 

Conservative Rasterization [10], so this is what the thesis uses. 

      Then to clear the 3D texture every frame before a new result can be voxelized into it the 

glClearTexImage() command is used which was introduced in OpenGL 4.4. 

3.2 Deferred Rendering 
The Deferred Rendering step is performed after the Voxelization step is done. What this does is that it 

renders the scene just like how it would be done with Forward Rendering but instead of outputting one 

final shaded image the fragment data is written from the Fragment Shader of the Deferred Rendering 

program into several different textures, one for the position of the fragment, one for its normal and one 

for the color of the fragment. These textures are usually collectively called G-Buffers, an example can 

be seen in Figure 3.2. This is done so that later when the final shading and the Cone-Tracing step is 

done it is only necessary to process each visible fragment once. Forward Rendering could just as 

easily have been used but then the solution could easily have ended up doing expensive Cone-Tracing 

calculations many times for the same screen fragment even though only the fragment nearest the 

camera can be seen. 

 

           
                 (a) Position                             (b) Normal                                        (c) Color 

 

Figure 3.2: Showing example of G-Buffer textures. 

3.3 Cone-Tracing 
The last step of the rendering pipeline for one frame is to run a shader that processes every pixel on the 

screen. This shader draws the final scene by looking at the textures generated in the Deferred 

Rendering step in 3.2 and doing Cone-Tracing in the 3D texture to decide if pixels on the screen 

should be in shadow or not and how it should be shaded. The Cone-Tracing used by this thesis is 

practically the same as Villegas et al. proposes [5], it only removes some steps not needed when only 

doing shadows. 
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      This final shader first retrieves the world position of the fragment being processed from the 

position texture populated in the previous 3.2 step, seen in Figure 3.2 (a). Then it takes the world 

position of a light source and calculates a normalized vector from the fragment’s world position 

toward the light. Simply put it will then start at the world position of the fragment and move along the 

line that goes from the fragment to the light source. This is done by stepping along the line in certain 

step increments. Every time a step has been taken along the line the new world position along the ray, 

referred to as a shadow ray, is converted to a position inside the voxel volume represented by the 3D 

texture. This position is then used to sample the 3D texture at that position. The value that is returned 

when sampling the texture is used to accumulate a total shadow value for the shadow ray. As Villegas 

et al. describes in their paper [5] this calculation considers the number of voxels that the ray might 

intercept on its way to the light. It works on the assumption that rays that intersects many voxels are 

located on the side of 3D objects and the resulting shadow value should thus not be that dark. And rays 

that intersects few voxels should then be much darker since they pass through the objects away from 

their edges. The result that this has is that it creates softer edges of the shadows in the scene. The final 

shader will stop moving along this shadow ray either when the shadow value reaches the maximum 

value of 1.0 or when the traversed ray distance reaches a maximum amount set in the shader. 

      Stepping along the line from the fragment to the light is very expensive so its better to not use a 

fixed step size if it can be avoided. This is where the Cone-Tracing comes into the shadow solution 

used by the thesis. Since a cone will get wider and wider the further away it is from its most narrow 

point this fact can be used to calculate steps that increase in size with every step that is taken along the 

shadow ray. Villegas et al. describes this in more detail [5] and it can easily be imagined that taking 

fewer steps along the line to get from point A to point B will require less performance. Since sampling 

a texture has a non-trivial cost then the less times it must be done the better for computational 

performance. In the Cone-Tracing calculations the aperture of the cone used must be set in the 

sampling calculations, this represents the width of the cone and the wider the cone is the faster it will 

traverse the shadow ray and the less computational performance it will use, but wider cones will also 

result is less precise shadow results. 

      It should be noted that both Crassin et al. [4] and Villegas et al. [5] uses the Cone-Tracing to not 

only increase the step length along the shadow rays, but they also use it to decide which Mipmap level 

of the voxel structure the shader should sample from. The wider the cone the higher level of the 

Mipmap it samples. When doing this it’s easy to get very soft shadows where the shadow gets softer 

and blurrier the further away from an object that casts the shadow it is. This makes the shadow look 

more realistic. This thesis first used this method of Mipmaps but ultimately had to abandon it. That is 

because creating the Mipmaps is a very costly process in terms of computational performance. Crassin 

et al. and Villegas et al. both voxelizes the static scene only once so this performance cost is perfectly 

acceptable for them but this thesis voxelizes the scene every frame and so the cost of creating the 

Mipmaps every frame was too costly to allow it in the thesis solution. 

3.4 Cascading 
The first part of implementing the cascading part of the CVCTS solution is to run the voxelization step 

described above several times every frame, once for every cascade used. The thesis solution will 

usually use three cascades which means that when a frame is rendered the voxelization step will run 

three times with slightly different parameters and it will write its output to three different 3D textures. 

All three voxel cascades will each have the same number of voxels but the higher cascade level it has 

the larger the voxel volume in question will be in world space. All the cascades are always centered 

around the camera. 

      The first cascade, called Cascade_1, is the smallest one in world space and its job is to store the 

highest resolution occlusion data that is nearest the camera. Then Cascade_2 will be twice as large as 

Cascade_1 in world space when considering the width of the Cascade Bounding Box it represents. Its 

actual volume will be eight times larger than the lower cascade level. The primary job for Cascade_2 

is to store the occlusion information that resides outside the area of Cascade_1 and to do that at a 

lower resolution than what Cascade_1 uses. This is simply done by having the resolution of the 3D 

texture that stores the voxel data for Cascade_2 be the same size as for Cascade_1 but to have it cover 

an eight times larger volume in world space. Then Cascade_3 will be twice as wide as Cascade_2 and 
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cover the area outside Cascade_2, it will also have the same number of voxels as Cascade_2 and 

Cascade_1. 

      Before the 3D scene can be drawn into one of the cascades the orthographic projection matrix and 

each of the three view matrices must be updated. The new projection matrix for each cascade is 

calculated by using the length of one of the sides of the Cascade Bounding Box in the world that the 

matrix is supposed to represent. It starts by using a default value set in the application for Cascade_1, 

then it doubles this value for Cascade_2 and quadruples it for Cascade_3. This value will be referred 

to as CASCADE_SIZE, a visual example of these Cascade Bounding Boxes can be seen in Figure 3.3. 

 

      
Figure 3.3: Showing Cascade Bounding Boxes of three cascades, green is Cascade_1, blue is 

Cascade_2 and magenta is Cascade_3. Several dragon models are seen in the middle of the image.     

 

      The three view matrices for each cascade are calculated by using half the CASCADE_SIZE value 

to make sure the camera is sitting at one side of the Cascade Bounding Box cube looking directly onto 

the opposite side of the cube. It also uses the camera position to offset the view matrix, making sure 

that these matrices follow the camera around as it moves in the world. As mentioned before it is very 

important that the camera position used always aligns with the voxel grid size of the cascade that the 

view matrix in question will be used to render. 

      When the matrices have been updated, the scene is drawn three times using the voxelization shader 

program and the new matrices to store the voxelized version into the three 3D textures, one for each 

cascade. Then the whole voxelization step is completed and the rendering framework will move on to 

the Deferred Rendering step detailed in 3.2. 

      Once that step is done the final shading step will be done where the Cone-Tracing will be used. 

This process will happen as described in the Cone-Tracing 3.3 section with the small difference that 

the shadow ray will calculate the lowest cascade level it is in and then sample shadows from that 

corresponding 3D texture to get the best-looking shadow result. This can be seen in Figure 3.4, where 

the camera moves further away in each image and therefore the shadow samples will come from 

higher cascade levels. 
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                (a) Cascade 1                     (b) Cascade 1 and 2                             (c) Cascade 2 
 

           
                             (d) Cascade 2 and 3                             (e) Cascade 3      
 

Figure 3.4: Showing sampling from different shadow cascades.      

3.5 Performance Measurement 
To gather computational performance data from CVCTS it will be implemented inside a very simple 
project using a deferred renderer [8] with an outdoor scene using the Stanford Dragon model placed on 
a simple plane. The CVCTS application will be implemented in OpenGL 4.4 and it will be compiled 
to x64 Release mode when collecting measurements. The application is single threaded. A single light 
source will be present in the scene. Then the performance of the solution will be recorded and 
evaluated. The performance measurements will focus on the time taken to render one frame with the 
solution as well as the memory footprint of the solution in terms of 3D texture sizes. 
      The time per frame and memory usage of the solution is what is most informative for a developer 
reading the thesis, so this is what will be collected and evaluated. It will be done over several sessions 
that are then averaged. The measurements will be taken with different parameter values like for 
example different cascade sizes to get a better overall picture of the performance. The detailed things 
to be measured are listed below: 
       
• Cascade count – measure performance for different number of cascades. 
• Cascade size – how large one cascade is in the world, measure performance with different 
sizes. 

• Cascade resolution – how many voxels one cascade contains, measure performance with 
different sizes. 

• Vertices in scene – performance related to number of vertices in the scene that needs to get 
voxelized every frame. This will be measured by having a plane with several Stanford 
Dragons on it, to increase the number of vertices in the scene more dragons will be added, and 
performance then measured. 
 

The CVCTS solution will be tested on the following computer: 
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Type Desktop 

CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2700K @ 3.50GHz 

GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 750 Ti 

OS Windows 10 x64 

Table 3.1: Specifications for desktop test environment. 

3.6 Validity Threats 
To make the performance measurements simpler and to make the performance measurements easier to 

repeat the camera will be static in the scene for all the frames when data is collected. This means that 

the performance data collected might not be the same as in the case of the camera moving around the 

scene when the performance is measured. 

      In a real-world application an outdoor scene would probably be much larger than the ones used in 

the performance measurements. But since no culling is done in the scene, everything is always drawn 

and processed, a larger scene would most probably only have made all the measurements equally 

slower. Some testing not included in the thesis was done to confirm this. 
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4 RESULTS 
Once the application is started the performance data for any setting is gathered over 110 frames and 
stored in a CSV file. Then the values from the last 100 frames are averaged. It ignores the first 10 
frames since their measurements will be higher than all the following frames due to extra startup 
overhead in the OpenGL application. These measurements for each setting are done three times in a 
row and then the average of the three 100-frame-averages is calculated. All time measurements are 
stated in milliseconds. 
      The Memory Usage for one cascade is calculated by multiplying one byte with the 
CASCADE_RESOLUTION cubed. That is, if the CASCADE_RESOLUTION is 64 then the Memory 
Usage for that cascade will be 1 byte * 643 = 0.25 megabyte. All memory measurements are stated in 
megabyte (MB). The memory amounts represent the theoretical sizes of the 3D textures when stored 
in VRAM, the actual size that the 3D texture uses in VRAM can differ depending on the GPU the 
application runs on and the driver it uses. 
      The screen resolution for the testing application is always 720x720 pixels displayed in a window. 
Below is a description of the five different CPU & GPU measurement values. These values are 
measured for every frame. 
 
• Total Draw GPU – Total time spent on the GPU to complete all the work for one frame. This 
number will be the same as adding the next three values together. 

• Voxelization – The total time on the GPU needed to complete the step described in the 3.1 
section. 

• Deferred Rendering – The total time on the GPU needed to complete the step described in the 
3.2 section. 

• Cone-Tracing – The total time on the GPU needed to complete the step described in the 3.3 
section. 

• Total Draw CPU – For this value a timestamp is saved at the start of the draw function and 
then checked against a timestamp at the end of the draw function. This tells the total time 
taken for the entire frame to be processed which includes all the time for the Total Draw GPU 
plus whatever time is spent on the CPU in a frame. Almost all the work is done on the GPU in 
the application and very little work is done on the CPU in a frame. This is why the Total Draw 
CPU values are always slightly higher than the Total Draw GPU values. 

4.1 Cascade count 
The performance is measured by using one, two, and three cascades in the test application. The 
CASCADE_SIZE for all measurements is 32 and the CASCADE_RESOLUTION for all 
measurements is 512. One cascade uses 128 MB of memory with these settings. 
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Figure 4.1: Example of image the settings in this section will produce. 

 

Count Total Memory Usage (MB) 

1 128 

2 256 

3 384 

Table 4.1: Showing total memory usage based on amount of cascades. 

 

4.1.1 Desktop 

 
Figure 4.2: Result of cascade count measurements on Desktop computer. 

 

Count Total Draw GPU Voxelization Deferred Rendering Cone-Tracing Total Draw CPU 

1 24,16964383 8,860939089 0,49425563 14,81193379 24,67150863 

2 39,07096333 17,79453254 0,505854627 20,76805661 39,63384766 

3 50,28469091 26,58173877 0,476614653 23,22380789 50,92833636 

Table 4.2: Result of cascade count measurements on Desktop computer. 
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4.2 Cascade size 
The CASCADE_SIZE is the variable that controls the length of one side of a Cascade Bounding Box 

cube. The sizes stated below tells the size of the smallest of the cascades, Cascade_1. For all the 

measurements below, the CASCADE_RESOLUTION is 512 and the number of cascades is three. 

Each cascade uses 128 MB of memory for a total amount of 384 MB. 

 

                     
                   (a) Cascade size 16                  (b) Cascade size 32 

 

                     
    (c) Cascade size 64                   (d) Cascade size 128 
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(e) Cascade size 256 

 

Figure 4.3: Showing visual shadow results of different cascade sizes. 

 

4.2.1 Desktop 

 
Figure 4.4: Result of cascade size measurements on Desktop computer. 

 

Size Total Draw GPU Voxelization Deferred Rendering Cone-Tracing Total Draw CPU 

16 68,08616977 26,6385148 0,476648766 40,96847176 68,8554743 

32 50,29652467 26,58701075 0,476993267 23,23000417 51,02641922 

64 40,4397798 26,60163823 0,476835908 13,35878347 41,11014099 

128 36,34685191 26,58870643 0,476475036 9,279145294 37,0330705 

256 33,91952422 26,59284214 0,476420119 6,847746007 34,52855329 

Table 4.3: Result of cascade size measurements on Desktop computer. 
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4.3 Cascade resolution 
The CASCADE_RESOLUTION value decides how many voxels there are inside a cascade. For 

example, if this value is 64 then there will be 262 144 voxels inside each cascade and each cascade 

will be stored in a 643 3D texture. The CASCADE_SIZE for all measurements in this section is 32 and 

the number of cascades is three. 

 

                     
                (a) Cascade resolution 64              (b) Cascade resolution 128 

 

                     
 (c) Cascade resolution 256                (d) Cascade resolution 512 

 

Figure 4.5: Showing visual shadow results of different cascade resolutions. 

 

Resolution Cascade Memory Size (MB) Total Memory Size (MB) 

64 0.25 0.75 

128 2 6 

256 16 48 

512 128 384 

Table 4.4: Showing memory usage for different cascade resolutions. 
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4.3.1 Desktop 

 
Figure 4.6: Result of cascade resolution measurements on Desktop computer. 

 

Resolution Total Draw GPU Voxelization Deferred Rendering Cone-Tracing Total Draw CPU 

64 11,76188156 1,289002983 0,497722825 9,972622046 12,26717751 

128 15,54402799 1,627810007 0,497945663 13,41574643 16,09270903 

256 21,61690276 4,382623261 0,50268367 16,72906234 22,24899707 

512 50,28259453 26,57163564 0,480311974 23,22813423 50,97756837 

Table 4.5: Result of cascade resolution measurements on Desktop computer. 

4.4 Vertices in scene 
To measure the performance impact of different amounts of vertices in the scene several Stanford 

Dragons were placed on a plane. One dragon model has 50 000 vertices and 100 000 triangles. The 

first measurement uses one dragon and the last one uses nine dragons. The CASCADE_SIZE is 32 for 

all measurements and the CASCADE_RESOLUTION is 512. The number of cascades is three and 

their total memory usage is 384 MB. 

 

           
            (a) 50 000 vertices                    (b) 100 000 vertices                        (c) 150 000 vertices 
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            (d) 200 000 vertices                    (e) 250 000 vertices                        (f) 300 000 vertices 

 

           
            (g) 350 000 vertices                    (h) 400 000 vertices                        (i) 450 000 vertices 

 

Figure 4.7: Showing different amounts of vertices in the scene. 

 

4.4.1 Desktop 

 
Figure 4.8: Result of vertices in scene measurements on Desktop computer. 

 

Vertices Total Draw GPU Voxelization Deferred Rendering Cone-Tracing Total Draw CPU 
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50000 60,68855435 26,58553748 0,417505373 33,68298698 61,40288314 

100000 61,93829238 27,81574358 0,641303023 33,47872665 62,6705819 

150000 63,00535076 28,99198764 0,864034746 33,14679308 63,69519847 

200000 64,38465859 30,20514218 1,087686337 33,08931549 65,05613042 

250000 65,72320148 31,44815366 1,303081611 32,96943504 66,50947188 

300000 67,03120296 32,61186514 1,512092304 32,90472533 67,85156724 

350000 68,02799197 33,88286226 1,746874719 32,39573376 68,77274402 

400000 69,14502653 35,06932858 1,976003802 32,09718094 69,96786229 

450000 70,45236235 36,21958347 2,188809611 32,04144834 71,24473975 

Table 4.6: Result of vertices in scene measurements on Desktop computer. 
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The measurements tell that the Total Draw CPU values are always slightly higher than the Total Draw 

GPU values. This is also the expected outcome as very little work is done on the CPU every frame, 

almost all the work is put on the GPU. This data point was incorporated mostly as a sanity check, as if 

the Total Draw CPU value was ever below the Total Draw GPU value then that could indicate some 

problem with the measurements on the GPU. 

5.1 Cascade count 
The memory usage of cascades grow in a linear fashion as more cascades are added which is one of 

the strongest arguments for the case of using cascades at all. To double the length of the area a 

Cascade Bounding Box covers and still maintain its resolution, eight times more memory is needed to 

do so. But with cascades it is only necessary to add another cascade and then the two cascades will 

cover the same area but use only twice the memory. In the first case one 3D texture with the size of 

1283 could be used but in the second case two 643 sized 3D textures would suffice. 

      The times it takes to voxelize the scene also increases in a linear fashion which is not surprising 

since for each added cascade the scene is rendered one more time. The Deferred Rendering step varies 

very little with different cascade amounts, the small variations recorded in the Desktop measurements 

are probably just small random variations as they are very small. 

      The only interesting observation in the cascade count data is the Cone-Tracing which shows that 

the time it takes to process this step does not increase linearly with each added cascade. Each cascade 

addition is cheaper than the last. The reason for this can be seen visually in Figure 5.1. What the figure 

shows is the cascade shadow sample count for each pixel, the brighter color a pixel has the more 

shadow samples were taken from that cascade, and the more samples are taken the more performance 

is used. In Figure 5.1 (a) only one cascade is used and the sample count from Cascade_1 is shown in 

red. In Figure 5.1 (b) two cascades are used and samples taken from Cascade_2 are shown with green. 

As is clearly seen the number of brightly colored pixels have increased compare to Figure 5.1 (a) 

which means that more performance is used for the Cone-Tracing. But it can also be seen that there are 

fewer green pixels than red ones, which correlates to the behavior seen when measuring the 

performance of different cascade counts. Then in Figure 5.1 (c) a third cascade is also used, and the 

total number of brightly colored pixels goes up again. And again, it is clearly visible that the number 

of blue pixels in the image is fewer than the number of green pixels and even fewer than the number of 

red pixels, just like what is seen in the collected data. 

 

           
              (a) 1 cascade                        (b) 2 cascades                                   (c) 3 cascades 

 

Figure 5.1: Showing shadow sample count from different cascades. 

5.2 Cascade size 
First it is clear that no matter what the cascade size is the Voxelization and Deferred Rendering steps 

takes the same amount of time for the five different settings. As can be seen in Figure 4.3 this is due to 

how the scene is set up which is that every frame all the triangles in the scene will go through both the 
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Voxelization and Deferred Rendering steps. This should result in almost the exact same time usage for 

the different cascade sizes which is what the data confirms. 

      The only data point here that varies is the Cone-Tracing step. The reason the time taken for this 

step decreases in an exponential fashion when the size increases is that when the cascade size is 

doubled that means that the cascade volume, and the voxels inside it, becomes eight times larger. This 

in turn means that when a shadow ray passes through the world toward the light source it is far more 

likely to sample a shadow value. And since the Cone-Tracing will be finished either once a maximum 

distance or a maximum shadow value has been reached then the faster it can reach the maximum 

shadow value the faster it can be finished and the less performance it will use. This can bee seen in 

Figure 5.2 where the total shadow ray distance for each pixel is visualized. When a pixel is black that 

means that the shadow ray reached the maximum ray distance before ending the Cone-Tracing, this is 

the most expensive outcome performance wise. Then the whiter a pixel is the less of the maximum ray 

distance the shadow ray has travelled, so the whiter it is the less expensive that pixel was to shade. 

     The shadow the dragon casts on the ground in Figure 5.2 (a) has mostly a grey color while the 

shadow on the ground in Figure 5.2 (b) is almost pure white which would mean that in the second 

image the shadow ray barely gets off the ground before the shadow amount is maxed and the Cone-

Tracing is done while the rays must travel further in the first image which is more costly. It can also be 

seen that the shadow on the ground in Figure 5.2 (b) is larger than in the other image, this is because 

the voxels are much bigger which generates a larger but less detailed shadow. 

      Looking at Figure 4.3 the visual difference between cascade size 16 and 32 is barely noticeable but 

the performance gain between those steps is massive. After those two steps the performance gain 

decreases for each additional doubling of the cascade size. This is because the probability of the 

shadow ray not hitting a filled shadow voxel, once it steps and samples, decreases exponentially with 

each step of the cascade size. So, the performance gain decreases fast with larger cascade sizes and 

looking at Figure 4.3 it’s also clear that the visual quality of the shadow will decrease faster with each 

step. 

 

                     
                     (a) Cascade size 16                   (b) Cascade size 256 

 

Figure 5.2: Showing the shadow ray distance of different cascade sizes. 

5.3 Cascade resolution 
The small variations seen for the Deferred Rendering step should be of no importance since they are so 

small. The interesting findings for the cascade resolution measurements are for the Voxelization step 

and the Cone-Tracing step. 

      Looking at the Voxelization step the performance used increases very sharply as the resolution is 

increased. This is most probably tied to cache misses when writing voxel data to the 3D textures in the 

Fragment Shader of the Voxelization step. The larger the 3D texture is the more likely it is that the 

texel that the shader tries to write to is not in the cache since the writes in this Fragment Shader is so 
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erratic. To confirm this theory a test was devised. First the render time was measured with a 

CASCADE_SIZE of 512, all other settings were the same as the other tests in the Cascade resolution 

results presented in the 4.3 section. Then while the cascade size remained at 512 the size of the 3D 

texture of each cascade was hardcoded to 643 and the measurements were run again. Then lastly the 

cascade size was set to 64 and the 3D texture size was hardcoded to 5123 before running the 

measurements. The result that is seen in Table 5.1 shows clearly that it’s the size of the 3D texture that 

is the cause of the exponentially rising performance requirements for the voxelization process for 

different cascade sizes. 

 

3D texture size Cascade size 512 Cascade size 64 

512 26,54691453 26,5389383 

64 1,273820832 1,281394059 

Table 5.1: Voxelization time for different cascade and 3D texture sizes. 

 

Regarding the increase in Cone-Tracing time for larger cascade resolutions it should be due to the 

same explanation as why Cone-Tracing got faster when cascade sizes increased as explained in the 5.2 

section, but in reverse. As the cascade resolution increases the voxels will get smaller and this means 

that the shadow rays will be less likely to sample shadow values at every step they take which will 

lead to increased performance demands as the cascade resolution increases. It can be seen that this 

increase is not linear but more exponential. 

5.4 Vertices in scene 
As both the Voxelization and Deferred Rendering steps directly depend on the number of triangles 

they need to process it’s not strange that their performance decreases with the increase in vertices, and 

thus triangles in the scene. What is however strange is the increase in Cone-Tracing performance as 

the vertex amount increases. But this can simply be explained by looking at Figure 5.3, which uses the 

shadow ray distance visualization described in section 5.2. When doing so it’s clear that Figure 5.3 (a) 

has a lot of black pixels while Figure 5.3 (b) has much more white and gray pixels. The whiter a pixel 

is the shorter a shadow ray must travel and the less performance it requires. So, by looking at Figure 

5.3 it should be easy to see why the performance of the Cone-Tracing step improves as more dragon 

models are casting shadows on the ground, on themselves and on each other. 

 

                     
(a) One dragon                      (b) Nine dragons 

 

Figure 5.3: Showing the shadow ray distance for different dragon amounts. 
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5.5 Relevance of CVCTS 
CVCTS stores the occlusion information in 3D space unlike Shadow Mapping which stores it in 2D 

space. This in theory would make it a more accurate shadow solution less susceptible to different 

artefacts. This was not a focus of this thesis and it was thus not explored, but it was seen that for 

example shadow acne that is an artefact of Shadow Mapping was also a problem in CVCTS. 

      In theory CVCTS could most likely be improved to a level where it would surpass the visual 

quality of Shadow Mapping and introduce less artefacts in the process. Though it would probably still 

use more memory and computational performance than Shadow Mapping. 

5.6 Future of CVCTS 
The CVCTS in this thesis is very expensive in terms of computational performance and memory 

usage. And even though this could be improved upon it will still be an expensive technique that will 

still not be as precise as real-time Ray Traced shadows. As of the moment this thesis is written the 

performance of real-time Ray Traced shadows is improving fast, it can still not be used on almost all 

the GPUs in the world but that could quickly change over the coming years. 

      So, the future of CVCTS seems unclear, its an interesting technique but if the performance of real-

time Ray Tracing keeps improving fast then there might not be much room for it in the future. 
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The Background & Related Work section revealed that there is no real state of the art CVCTS. There 

are several implementations of Voxel Cone-Tracing Shadows and there is at least one of Cascaded 

Voxel Cone-Tracing but not one that combines the two. So, this thesis combined the best of both 

Voxel Cone-Tracing Shadows and Cascaded Voxel Cone-Tracing to create a simple CVCTS 

implementation to measure computational performance on. This implementation generated a lot of 

interesting and consistent data. 

      The implementation aimed to simulate an outdoor scene scenario by placing models on a big plane 

and then voxelizing the entire scene every frame, something that is much more performance intensive 

than other Voxel Cone-Tracing solutions which only voxelizes the static models in a scene once at the 

startup of the application. The thesis wished to explore the usage of Voxel Cone-Tracing shadows in 

real-time 3D environments and the results showed that the solution implemented for the thesis could 

potentially achieve this if the CASCADE_RESOLUTION is 256 and the CASCADE_SIZE is 32. At 

least if the target resolution is 720x720 pixels. Very little time could be spent during the thesis to 

improve the performance. 

      As the collected data was analyzed several areas were revealed where performance of the solution 

could potentially be increased. It is also worth noting that the visual quality of the shadows was not a 

focus of the thesis and this is also an area which could be improved upon. 

6.1 Voxelization 
The collected data showed that the voxelization solution used in the thesis scaled very badly in 

concern of performance, for higher cascade resolutions it suffers badly from probable cache misses. 

This is then an area which could potentially be greatly improved upon in future work. A fast way to 

voxelize the scene every frame is a key component in making CVCTS work in real-time 3D 

applications. 

      Another thing that might accelerate the voxelization step is to only render models in this step if 

they are fully or partly located within a cascade. It is pointless to voxelize models that won’t even end 

up in a cascade. 

6.2 Cone-Tracing 
The second major performance user for the CVCTS implementation is the Cone-Tracing step. Like the 

Voxelization step the performance of this step could also perhaps be improved upon with further work 

which would greatly improve the ability to use CVCTS with higher framerates. 

6.3 Visual fidelity of shadows 
The thesis was focused on measuring the computational performance of CVCTS and not on the visual 

quality of the shadows. This is then an area which could be further improved upon in future work. For 

example, shadow samples from different cascades could be interpolated which could make transitions 

between cascades look better. And this interpolation could also potentially be used to create shadows 

that gets blurrier and more stretched out the further they are from the object that casts them. Some 

quick experimentation was done on this subject during the development of the thesis and the initial 

results were very encouraging. This could potentially replace the need of Mipmaps that other Voxel 

Cone-Tracing shadow solutions rely on. But as this was not a core part of the thesis it was later 

dropped from the implemented CVCTS solution. 
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